UCI SMARTPHONE PLANS

T-MOBILE ONE™

$24.36 /LINE

UNLIMITED 4G LTE DATA ON YOUR SMARTPHONE

TOP 3% OF DATA USERS (>50GB) MAY NOTICE REDUCED SPEEDS.

Includes HotSpot service

CURRENT PROMOTION: 10GB of HotSpot 4G DATA INCLUDED.

SIMPLE CHOICE™

$12.60 /LINE

10 LINES REQ’D

UP TO 2 GB HIGH-SPEED LTE

NO DATA OVERAGES

UNLIMITED TALK, TEXT and DATA

Plus taxes and fees.
UCI MOBILE INTERNET PLANS

TABLET ONLY

T-Mobile ONE™ TABLET ONLY

$19.74 /LINE
UNLIMITED 4G LTE

TOP 3% OF DATA USERS (>50GB) MAY NOTICE REDUCED SPEEDS.

Sales tax & regulatory fees included in mo. service price.
See store for specifics in your state.

Pricing dependent on at least one active phone line on the account.
UNLIMITED DATA PLANS

$10.00 - Per Month/Line
Includes 2 GB of 4G Data

$17.00 - Per Month/Line
Includes 3 GB of 4G Data and access to over 100 free video services.

$29.75 - Per Month/Line
UNLIMITED 4G LTE DATA!

Pricing dependent on at least one active phone line on the account.
T-Mobile Data Programs

OPTION 1: Embedded SIM card solution (tablets and other 1:1 devices)
EQUIPMENT: T-Mobile SIM card - $0.00

UNLIMITED DATA SERVICE OPTIONS:
- $10.00 Unlimited Data w/2GB High Speed Data
- $17.00 Unlimited Data w/3GB of High Speed Data
  (includes UNLIMITED ACCESS TO 100+ video streaming services including YouTube)
- $20.00 UNLIMTED 4G High Speed Data
  (only available with 1:1 supported devices)

OPTION 2: T-Mobile HotSpot Program (connect 1 user or up to 15 users)
EQUIPMENT: T-Mobile HotSpot- $72.00 ($3.00 per month EIP/24 mo.)

UNLIMITED DATA SERVICE OPTIONS:
- $10.00 Unlimited Data w/2GB High Speed Data
- $17.00 Unlimited Data w/3GB of High Speed Data
  (includes UNLIMITED ACCESS TO 100+ video streaming services including YouTube)
- $29.75 UNLIMTED 4G High Speed Data

Unlimited Data service for as little as $10.00 per month.

*Program includes: T-Mobile On-Line Program Management Portal  *Custom Reporting Tools  *Dedicated Care
  *Implementation Support: inventory, labeling, deployment (multiple locations if needed)

For additional program details contact Brad Cantrell at Brad.Cantrell1@T-Mobile.com or 714-585-5717 (voice and text)